JUST FOR KIX
KIDS’ SHOE FIT GUIDE
U.S. sizes. Print on 8.5” x 11” paper, at 100% size.

FIND YOUR CHILD’S SIZE

1. Have your dancer stand on this paper with his or her heel against the Place Heel Here line. Ask them to put their weight on the foot and relax their toes.

2. Draw a line to mark the end of the longest toe. If your child is between sizes, round up.

3. Repeat with the other foot. If one foot is longer than the other, choose the larger size. You might even want to round up to a slightly larger size to allow for growing feet.

Dance shoes should “fit the foot” for optimal fit and look. The leather will stretch to fit the foot.

CHECK THE WIDTH

Place the instep of your child’s right foot against the Right Instep Here line. If your child’s foot is wider than the dashed line on the far right, go up an additional ½ size.

Note: Actual shoe sizes may vary by brand.

Ballet & Jazz shoe size run small.

RUN SMALL — RUN BIG
Order ½-1 size bigger than regular shoe size.

Put a credit card or quarter here to make sure this is printed true to size.
JUST FOR KIX
WOMEN’S SHOE FIT GUIDE

U.S. sizes. Print on 8.5” x 11” paper, at 100% size.

FIND YOUR LENGTH
Align your heel with the solid line at the base of the chart. Keeping your weight on your foot, relax your toes. The line that touches your longest toe indicates your size. The shorter lines in between the numbered lines indicate half sizes. Since many people have feet of different sizes, it’s important to measure both feet. You should purchase shoes in the larger of your two sizes.

FIND YOUR WIDTH
When measuring your right foot, align your instep with the solid line on the left side of the chart. If the outside of your right foot reaches the pink area on the right, consider going up a size. Repeat with your left foot: align your instep with the solid line on the right side of the chart. If the outside of your left foot reaches the pink area on the left, consider going up a size.

Consider going up a size if your RIGHT FOOT occupies this pink area.
REMINDER:
Be sure to leave shoes off when using this chart to determine your size.

Put a credit card or quarter here to make sure this is printed true to size.